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Chapterr 1 

Introduction n 

Thee subject of this thesis is the rapid X-ray variability of X-ray binaries, and in particular low-
masss X-ray binaries. In Sections 1.1 and 1.2 I explain what X-ray binaries are, and why we 
studyy them. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the spectral and variability properties 
off  low-mass X-ray binaries. 

1.11 X-ray Binaries 

X-rayy binaries are systems in which a compact object (a neutron star or a stellar mass black 
hole)) is accreting matter from a companion star. This process of mass transfer is either the 
resultt of a strong stellar wind from the companion or of the companion fillin g its Roche Lobe. 
Althoughh in both cases matter is flowing in the direction of the compact object, the angular 
momentumm prevents it from being captured directly by the compact object and as a result an 
accretionn disk is formed (see Figure 1.1). Due to a combination of internal friction and tidal 
effectss angular momentum is efficiently removed from the matter in such an accretion disk, 
allowingg the matter to fall on or into the compact object. 

Duringg its transport through the accretion disk the matter willl  radiate away about half of its 
potentiall  energy. In the outer parts of the disk, where the temperature is in the order of a few 
thousandd degrees, most of the radiation will be in the optical, whereas in the inner parts, where 
thee temperature can reach values of a few million degrees, the radiation will be predominantly 
inn X-rays. A 1.4 M 0 neutron star accreting at 1017g* -1 wil l have an X-ray luminosity in the 
orderr of 2 x 1037 ergs~l. This explains why X-ray binaries were among the first sources to be 
discoveredd in the early days of X-ray astronomy. 

Basedd on the mass of the companion, X-ray binaries are divided into two classes; low-
masss and high-mass X-ray binaries. In low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) the mass of the 
companionn is usually below one solar mass and mass transfer is the result of Roche lobe 
overflow.. The companion stars in high mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs) are much more massive 
(tenn to fifty solar masses) and mass transfer is caused by a strong stellar wind. The distribution 
inn the Galaxy of LMXBs follows that of the of the old Population II stars (Galactic bulge and 
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Jett outflow 

Figuree 1.1: An artist's impression (based on system parameters) of the black hole low-mass 
X-rayy binary GRO J1655-40 showing the companion star (fillin g its Roche lobe), the accretion 
disk,, and the jet outflow (credit: Rob Hynes). 

globularr clusters), whereas HMXBs follow that of the young Population I stars (plane of the 
Galaxyy and spiral arms). 

1.22 The study of X-ray binaries 

Thee reasons to study X-ray binaries are manifold. Although their behavior is interesting in 
itss own right, they are mainly studied because of the extreme physical conditions in these 
systems: : 

 The matter in neutron stars has densities far beyond those we are able study on Earth. 
Byy studying the properties of neutron stars, such as their masses and radii, one can 
constrainn the equations of state of such matter. 

 In the vicinity of compact objects gravity is strong enough to expect effects of General 
Relativityy to be observable. X-ray binaries are therefore a valuable test ground for many 
predictionss made by the theory of General Relativity. 

Inn addition to these two reasons there are several others. Neutron star LMXBs are thought 
too be the progenitors of the millisecond radio pulsars. Population studies of neutron star 
LMXB ss are therefore of interest to test this hypothesis. If true, it means that neutron star 
LMXB ss should have a similar Galactic distribution and that they should harbor rapidly spin-
ningg neutron stars. Also of interest are the similarities that have been found between LMXBs 
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andd active galactic nuclei. Comparative studies may teach us more about the accretion pro-
cessess in those systems. 

Ass mentioned before, LMXBs were among the first sources to be discovered during the 
dawnn of X-ray astronomy. Actually, the first X-ray source, other than the sun, that was found, 
Scoo X-l (Giacconi et al. 1962), is an LMXB. Since their discovery in the 1960's and 1970's 
thee study of LMXBs, at least in the X-rays, has focused on two aspects: energy spectra and 
variability.. Although with the arrival of the Chandra satellite it is possible for the first time 
too study in X-rays the large scale structure of LMXBs (i.e. their outflows), the distance to 
mostt LMXBs excludes the possibility of useful imaging studies. The spectral and variability 
propertiess of LMXBs (both black holes and neutron stars) show strong correlations. I wil l 
thereforee first discuss the energy spectra of LMXBs and introduce their spectral states and 
thenn discuss the variability properties of LMXBs, in the context of these spectral states. 

1.33 Energy spectra and spectral states 

Thee X-ray spectra of LMXBs usually consist of several components. They have thermal and 
non-thermall  origins and require the presence of other physical components in addition to an 
accretionn disk. In this section I only discuss the continuum properties of the X-ray spectra of 
LMXBs.LMXBs. I wil l start discussing the spectral properties of black hole LMXBs, which have less 
complexx X-ray spectra than their neutron star counterparts. 

13.11 Black hole spectra 
Thee X-ray spectra of black hole LMXBs are generally described in terms of two components 
(Tanakaa & Lewin 1995): a spectrally soft (thermal) component, coming from an accretion 
disk,, and a spectrally hard component, of which the origin is not well known. The accretion 
diskk spectrum is often described in terms of a sum of blackbody spectra with different temper-
aturess (a multi-color disk blackbody spectrum). The hard spectral component is usually well 
describedd by a power law that can extend up to energies above 100 keV. As said before, the 
originn of this component is not well known. In the past it has been associated with a hot, opti-
callyy thin corona surrounding the central source, in which low energy photons are up-scattered 
too higher energies by highly energetic electrons (inverse Compton scattering). In recent years 
itt has also been suggested that the spectrally hard component arises in the same medium that 
alsoo produces the (extended) radio emission that is seen in many LMXBs (e.g. from the out-
floww or jet). In that case it could be produced by high velocity electrons that are entangled to 
magneticc field lines (synchrotron radiation) or by the inverse Compton mechanism discussed 
above. . 

Thee (spectral) behavior of black hole LMXBs has traditionally been described in terms of 
states.. Historically only two states were recognized: the 'soft' state and the 'hard' state. These 
twoo states are also called the 'high*  and 'low' states, respectively, where high and low refers to 
thee relative 2-10 keV brightness. In the soft state the X-ray spectrum is dominated by the soft 
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Figuree 1.2: Three RXTEfPCA energy spectra of the black hole LMXB XTE J1550-564 cor-
respondingg to the hard, soft and intermediate spectral states. 

diskk spectrum and in the hard state it is dominated by the hard power law component. Over 
thee years additional names were introduced for states with intermediate spectral properties, the 
'veryy high' state and the 'intermediate' state, but not without also introducing some confusion 
inn the nomenclature. In the latter two states the two spectral components have comparable 
strengths.. Figure 1.2 shows examples of three spectral states. 

1.3.22 Neutron star spectra and color-color diagrams 

Thee X-ray spectra of neutron star LMXBs are more complex than those of the black hole 
LMXBs,, which is not surprising in view of the presence of extra physical components: a solid 
surfacee and a magnetic field. Like in the spectra of black hole LMXBs a soft disk spectrum 
andd a hard power law component are found, although the latter is usually not as strong as in 
thee black hole LMXBs. Additional components can probably be attributed to the neutron star 
surfacee and/or the boundary layer between the accretion disk and the neutron star. 

Althoughh the spectra themselves are more complex than those of the black hole LMXBs, 
thee spectral variations in neutron star LMXBs appear to be less extreme than in the black hole 
LMXBs.. Due to the more subtle nature of the variations it is harder to distinguish different 
spectrall  states in the neutron star systems. The spectral analysis of the sources is therefore 
oftenn performed in terms of X-ray color-color diagrams (CDs, see Section 2.2.1). Two exam-
pless of a CD are shown in Figure 1.3, for two types of neutron star LMXBs. The main reason 
forr doing spectral analysis in terms of CDs is that it allows one to study more subtle spectral 
variationss than in the case of direct spectral fits. Most LMXBs trace out narrow tracks in a 
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Figuree 1.3: Color-color diagrams of the neutron star Z source GX 340+0 (left panel; courtesy 
Peterr Jonker) and of the neutron star atoll source 4U 1608-52 (right panel; courtesy Mariano 
Méndez).. The CD of the Z source shows three branches: the horizontal branch (HB), the 
normall  branch (NB), and the flaring branch (FB); that of the atoll source shows a curved 
branchh that is called the banana branch (sub-dived in the lower (LB) and upper banana (UB) 
branch)) and a fuzzy patch that is called the island state (IS). 

CD.. Since it was found that the variability properties of many sources correlate very well with 
thee position along these tracks, CDs provide an excellent tool to study the average variability 
propertiess (see also Section 2.2). 

Basedd on their correlated spectral and variability properties the persistently bright neutron 
starr LMXBs are divided into two groups (Hasinger & van der Klis 1989), the Z and the atoll 
sources,, after their appearance in the CD (see Figure 1.3). The patterns traced out by the 
ZZ sources consist of three branches, that from top to bottom (and for historical reasons) are 
calledd the horizontal branch, the normal branch, and the flaring branch. The patterns traced 
outt by the atoll sources show a single (curved) branch (the banana branch) with one or more 
separatee fuzzy patches to one end of it (islands). In Chapter 3 I discuss the source GX 13+1, 
whichh traces out patterns that shows features of both the atoll and Z patterns. 

1.44 Variability 

Inn this section I discuss the observed variability properties of LMXBs. This will be done in 
thee context of the spectral states discussed in the previous section. LMXBs show variations 
inn their X-ray flux on time scales of milliseconds to years. Although most of the variability 
arisess in the accretion flow itself, some of it is related to the binary nature of the systems, or to 
processess on the neutron star surface itself. Before discussing the rapid variability properties 
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Figuree 1.4: RXTE!ASM light curves of the persistent neutron starLMXB GX 17+2 {top panel) 
andd of the transient black hole LMXB XTE J1550-564 (bottom panel). 

off  LMXBs I briefly summarize some other types of variability. 

1.4.11 Long term behavior - Persistent and transient sources 

Sincee X-ray astronomy only started in the early 1960's, not much is known about the variabil-
ityy of LMXBs on time scales longer than a few tens of years. Based on their behavior on the 
longestt observable time scales, months to tens of years, LMXBs can be roughly divided into 
twoo classes: persistent and transient sources. Examples of light curves of a persistent and a 
transientt source are shown in Figure 1.4. Persistent sources have a relatively constant X-ray 
luminosity,, though considerable variations (by up to a factor of ten) are observed. Transient 
sourcess on the other hand, although having a time averaged X-ray luminosity that is simi-
larr to that of the weakest persistent sources, emit most of their radiation in short periods of 
activity,, or outbursts, during which their X-ray luminosity increases by several orders of mag-
nitude.. These outbursts are separated by periods of quiescence that last anywhere between a 
feww months to tens of years or longer. The percentage of transients among black hole LMXBs 
iss considerably higher (probably even 100%) than among the neutron star LMXBs. Like the 
outburstt mechanism itself, the reason for this is still not understood; both are most likely re-
latedd to instabilities in the outer accretion disk, which are somehow more easily triggered in 
thee black hole LMXBs. No periodicities have been found for the occurrence of the transient 
outburstss of a single source. 
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Figuree 1.5: Top panel: RXTE/PCA light curve of the neutron star LMXB EXO 0748-676 
showingg dips (D) and eclipses (E) that occur at fixed orbital phases. The gaps in the data 
aree caused by Earth occultations and passage of the satellite through the South Atlantic 
Anomaly.. For reasons of clarity I also removed the data during two X-ray bursts. Bottom 
panel:panel: RXTEIASM light curve of the neutron star LMXB Cyg X-2 showing the long term 
~788 day periodicity that has been associated with the precession of a tilted accretion disk (see 
Wijnandss et al. 1996). 

1.4.22 Signatures of binarity 

Thee known orbital periods of LMXBs range from about ten minutes (4U 1820-30) to more 
thann 300 days (GX 1+4). In most of these cases modulation is only detected in the optical, 
butt a few sources also show clear signatures in their X-ray light curves. These signatures 
aree periodic dips and (partial) eclipses. The top panel of Figure 1.5 shows the light curve of 
EXOO 0748-676, a source that shows both phenomena. Dips are thought to be the result of 
obscurationn of the central X-ray source by structures at the outer rim of the accretion disk; 
inn the case of an eclipse the obscuration is caused by the companion star. Although eclipses 
andd dips both occur at or around fixed binary phases, dips have a more erratic occurrence than 
eclipses.. Dips and eclipses are only observed in sources that are viewed at relatively high 
inclinationss (> 60°). 

Inn some sources an additional (quasi-)period is found that is longer than the binary period. 
Itt has been associated with a precessing accretion disk. An example is shown in the bottom 
panell  of Figure 1.5. The precession of the accretion disk may lead to short periods of enhanced 
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Figuree 1.6: RXTE/PCA light curves of the neutron star LMXBs 4U 1323-62 (top pa«<?Z), 
showingg two type I X-ray bursts, and the Rapid Burster (bottom panel), showing two type II 
X-rayy bursts. Notice the difference in the burst profiles, with that of the type II bursts being 
moree erratic than that of the type I bursts. Both light curves were not corrected for background 
variations. . 

masss accretion or to obscuration of the inner parts of the disks. Both effects are expected to 
bee visible in the light curves and/or spectra of these sources. 

1.4.33 X-ray bursts 

X-rayy bursts (see Lewin et al. 1993, for a review) are short episodes during which the X-ray 
fluxflux increases by a factor of ~ 1.5-200. Type I X-ray burst are due to unstable thermonuclear 
burningg on the neutron star surface, and are observed in almost all neutron star LMXBs. 
Besidess pulsations type I X-ray bursts are the only other certain way to distinguish a neutron 
starr LMXB from a black hole LMXB. They show a very fast rise (less than a few seconds) and 
ann exponential decay (typically lasting from a few seconds to tens of minutes). An example 
off  a light curve showing type I X-ray bursts is shown in the top panel Figure 1.6. The origin 
off  the type II bursts is not clear yet. They are only observed in two sources (the Rapid burster 
andd GRO J1744-28 (the bursting pulsar)), and are thought to be due to accretion instabilities. 
Thee bottom panel of Figure 1.6 shows a light curve of the Rapid Burster with two type II 
bursts. . 
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1.4.44 Rapid time variabilit y 

Thee phenomena discussed in this section probably all originate in the central regions of the 
accretionn disk (<100 km from the compact object). The dynamical time scales in this region 
aree in the order of a tenth of a second to a millisecond. Although variability is observed 
onn these time scales it is usually too weak to be observed directly in the light curves; in the 
casess where it can be observed (e.g. strong noise or QPOs in some black holes) the aperiodic 
characterr of these phenomena does not allow them to be easily characterized. Moreover, 
manyy of these phenomena (especially noise) occur over several decades in frequency. For 
thosee reasons rapid variability is in general studied in the frequency domain, using power 
spectraa (see Section 2.2.2). 

Apartt from pulsations, all the features that are found in the power spectra of LMXBs are 
aperiodicc in nature. Depending on the shape and/or relative width of these features they are 
referredd to as (broad band) noise, quasi-periodic oscillations or near-coherent oscillations. 
Noisee that decreases monotonically over a few decades in frequency is called 'red noise' (note 
thatt the definitions vary between authors). When it falls off more rapidly towards higher 
frequencies,, it is referred to as 'band-limited noise'. In some cases band-limited noise flattens 
offf  towards low frequencies (flat-topped noise), or even decreases (peaked noise). If a peaked 
featuree has a width that is typically less than half the centroid frequency it is called a quasi-
periodicc oscillation (QPO). The very narrow peaks (with a frequency to width ratio of more 
thann a hundred) that are observed in the power spectra of some LMXBs during type I X-ray 
burstss are often referred to as near-coherent oscillations. 

Thee power spectra of LMXBs are usually a combination of several noise components and 
QPOs.. In general, as the energy spectrum becomes harder the variability becomes slower 
andd stronger. Below I briefly summarize the power spectral properties of LMXBs. Bear in 
mindd that many sources (especially black hole LMXBs) have not been observed in all possible 
states,, and that the summary is therefore rather general. 

Blackk hole power  spectra 

Figuree 1.7 shows four typical black hole power spectra. Variability is strongest in the hard 
state,, when a strong band limited noise component is present in the power spectrum, with 
amplitudess of up to 50% of the average flux. Sometimes QPOs are observed. In the soft state 
variabilityy is very weak (red noise), with amplitudes less than a few percent. Only recently 
QPOss were found in the soft state. In the intermediate states the variability has amplitudes 
betweenn a few and a few tens of percent, and is either red or band limited noise; usually one 
orr more harmonically related QPOs are present at frequencies of 0.1-10 Hz. In the past few 
yearss QPOs have also been found with frequencies between 65 and 300 Hz. 
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Figuree 1.7: Four typical black hole power spectra. The upper one is from Cyg X-l in its hard 
state,, the others are from XTE J1550-564. Note that the lower two power spectra were shifted 
down,, with a factor as indicated, for reasons of clarity. For energy spectra corresponding to 
thee spectral states see Figure 1.2. 

Neutronn star  power  spectra 

Thee rapid variability in neutron starLMXBs is never as strong as in the hard state of black hole 
LMXBs,, but often has amplitudes of ten to twenty percent. The time scales of the variability 
aree shorter however: QPOs are observed up to frequencies of 1360 Hz. 

Twoo noise components are observed in Z sources (see Figure 1.8, top panel): a red noise 
componentt at frequencies below 1 Hz, which becomes stronger towards the Flaring Branch 
(FB),, and a band-limited noise component between 1 Hz and 100 Hz, whose strength increases 
inn the opposite direction. Three types of QPO are observed: 15-60 Hz QPOs on the Horizontal 
(HB)) and Normal Branch (NB), whose frequency increases along the HB to the NB, a QPO on 
thee NB and FB, whose frequency increases from ~6 Hz to ~20 Hz when the source crosses 
thee NB/FB vertex, and a pair of high frequency (~200-l 100 Hz) QPOs on all the branches 
(nott shown in the Figure), whose frequency increases from the HB to the FB. Atoll sources 
variabilityy is in general stronger than that of the Z sources. In the Island state (IS; see Figure 
1.8)) a band limited noise component is present that is similar to the noise seen in the black 
holee hard state (Fig. 1.7). As the source moves to the Lower (LB) and Upper Banana (UB) 
thee band-limited noise becomes weaker and increases in frequency. A red noise component 
startss appearing in the LB and dominates the power spectrum in the UB. As can be seen from 
Figuree 1.8 additional structures are present in the IS besides the noise components. When 
thee source moves from the IS to the LB these structures often evolve into well defined QPOs 
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Figuree 1.8: Top panel: Three power spectra from the Z source GX 17+2 in the Horizontal 
Branchh (HB), Normal Branch (NB; gray) and Flaring Branch (FB). Bottom panel: Two power 
spectraa from the atoll source 4U 1728-34 in the Island State (IS) and Lower Banana (LB; 
gray)) (courtesy: Tiziana di Salvo), and one from the atoll source GX 9+9 in the Upper Banana 
(UB).. For reasons of clarity the HB, FB, IS and UB power spectra have been shifted in power 
byy factors indicated in brackets. See Section 1.3.2 for the different spectral states. 
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whichh are thought to be similar to the 15-60 Hz QPOs in the Z sources. Like in the Z sources 
highh frequency QPOs are observed. The frequencies of the QPOs increase from the IS to the 
UB.. In two atoll sources ~6 Hz QPOs were found in the top of the UB that are thought to be 
thee same as the 6-20 Hz QPOs in the Z sources. 

Origi nn of rapid variabilit y 

Sincee the first QPOs were discovered in the neutron star LMXBs, the first proposed QPO 
modelss involved interaction with the neutron star surface and/or magnetosphere. These mod-
elss could therefore not explain the QPOs in black hole LMXBs. In recent years it was shown 
thatt many of the QPOs and noise components in neutron star and black hole LMXBs follow 
similarr relations. It was therefore suggested that most of the variability is produced in the 
accretionn flow itself. The only clear example of a component that is observed in neutron star 
LMXB ss and not in black hole LMXBs is the 6-20 Hz QPO, whose origin is thought to be 
relatedd to radiation feedback mechanisms. 

Inn almost all models the highest observed (QPO) frequencies correspond to the shortest 
expectedd time scales in the accretion disk, i.e. orbital motion at the inner disk radius. In black 
holee LMXBs this radius is assumed to be close to the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO), 
whichh is three times the Schwarzschild radius; in neutron star LMXBs it is either close to the 
ISCOO or close to the neutron star radius, whichever is larger. The orbital frequency of matter 
att the ISCO scales with the inverse of the mass of the compact object. Since the mass of 
neutronn stars is confined to a narrow range, the highest observed frequencies in neutron star 
LMXB ss should be more or less similar, which indeed is true. Also the higher mass of black 
holess should lead to lower frequencies than for neutron stars, which is also observed: the 
highestt observed frequency in a neutron star LMXB is ~ 1300 Hz, and in a black hole LMXB 
~3000 Hz. 

Theree are several models which try to explain the lower frequency QPOs. One class of 
modelss that is often used is that of the beat frequency models, in which the QPO frequency 
iss the difference between the neutron star spin frequency and the orbital frequency of matter 
inn the disk. Depending on where exactly in the disk the matter couples with the neutron star 
spinn frequency, frequencies can be produced that are several tens to several hundreds of Hz. 
Ass mentioned before, all these models require the presence of at least a solid surface and can 
thereforee not explain the low frequency QPOs in black hole LMXBs. In the more recently 
proposedd relativistic precession model, the frequencies of the two kHz QPOs and the HBO 
aree identified with the three fundamental (orbital, relativistic periastron precession, and nodal 
precession)) frequencies of a test particle with a slightly inclined and eccentric orbit in the 
vicinityy of a compact object. Although the case of a single test particle is highly idealized, it 
hass been shown that the three predicted frequencies are still present in an accretion disk, when 
itt is treated as a hydrodynamical flow. The advantage of this model is that all frequencies arise 
inn the disk, independent of what the nature of the compact object is. In Chapter 9 we show 
thatt the low and high frequency QPOs in the neutron star LMXB GX 17+2 follow relations 
thatt are predicted by the latter model. Hence, these systems seem to provide true possibilities 
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too test the theory of relativity. 
Thee actual mechanism that modulates the radiation is not well known for most QPOs. The 

onlyy type of QPO for which the origin is quite certain is the ~ 1 Hz QPO that is found in three 
neutronn star LMXBs (see Chapter 5); it is probably due to obscuration of the central source 
byy an extended structure on the accretion disk at a distance of a few thousand kilometers. 

Forr recent reviews of the variability in LMXBs and a more detailed discussion of possible 
modelss I refer to van der Kli s (2000); Wrjnands (2001); Psaltis (2001). 

1.55 The role of the mass accretion rate 

Onee of the main questions in the study of LMXBs is what determines the changes in their 
spectrall  and variability properties. It is believed by many that they are due to changes in 
thee mass accretion rate. Although there is no direct measure for the mass accretion rate in 
LMXBs,, it is thought it can be inferred from several observable parameters (e.g. count rate, 
flux,flux, spectra and variability). However, the interpretation of these parameters is often model 
dependent. . 

Inn black hole LMXBs the states in assumed order of increasing mass accretion rate are: 
hard/loww state, intermediate state, soft/high state, and very high state. The observational ev-
idencee for this mainly comes from the order in which the different states were observed in 
thee transient system GS 1124-68. As the inferred mass accretion rate (based on 1-20 keV 
andd optical flux) decreased the source was consecutively observed in the very high state, the 
high/softt state, the intermediate state, and the low/hard state. 

Thee assumed order of states in neutron star LMXBs is: HB, NB, and FB for the Z sources, 
andd IS, LB, and UB for the atoll sources (see Figure 1.3). The case for this is not as strong 
ass in the black hole LMXBs. The 2-10 keV flux often does not increase monotonically from 
thee HB (or IS) to the FB (or UB) and the evidence for the assumed order is rather indirect: in 
ZZ sources the QPO frequencies and the optical flux increases from the HB to the FB, in atoll 
sourcess the properties of the type I X-ray bursts change as the source moves from one state to 
another.. Since there iss no evidence that atoll sources at their highest mass accretion rates and 
ZZ sources at their lowest mass accretion rates show similar behavior, it is assumed that other 
parameterss play an important role in the appearance of a neutron star LMXB. 

Inn recent years it has become clear that the behavior of LMXBs can often not be explained 
solelyy by changes in the mass accretion rate. In Chapters 8 and 9 we suggest a more natural 
explanationn in which the mass accretion rate plays only a minor role in the observed changes 
inn LMXBs. 

1.66 This thesis 

Inn this thesis I present work on several neutron star (Chapters 3-6 & 9) and black hole X-ray 
binariess (Chapters 7 & 9). Most of the chapters are the result of a systematic scrutiny of the 
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neww data of the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer for timing features at frequencies expected from 
thee inner accretion disk and the neutron star surface (Section 1.4.4). This led to the discov-
eryy of several new timing phenomena, both at low and high frequencies. All these findings 
contributedd (or hopefully will ) to the understanding of accretion onto compact objects. This 
areaa of research is still largely phenomenological - only in the last few years the similarities 
betweenn the different type of neutron star LMXBs and between the black hole LMXBs and 
neutronn star LMXBs have become sufficiently clear to serve as solid basis on which to build 
theoreticall  models. In this thesis I provide a quantitative description of the newly discovered 
timingg phenomena and a comparison with the availablee models. 

Inn Chapter 3 we present the first discovery of a ~65 Hz QPO in an atoll source, GX 13+1. 
Originallyy QPOs with such frequencies were only found in the Z sources, and they were 
initiallyy interpreted as evidence for a strong magnetic field in this source, as was believed to 
bee the case for the Z sources, at the time. Although this view is being hotly debated now, and 
alternativee interpretations have arisen, the fact remains that GX 13+1 shows properties that 
aree intermediate to those of the atoll and Z sources, which means that the division between 
thee two classes is probably less sharp than previously thought. 

XTEE J2123-058 (Chapter 4) was only the second transient neutron star LMXBs to show 
kHzz QPOs, and the first one to show two simultaneous ones. Since X-ray transients cover 
aa large in luminosity and mass accretion rate, we were able to see for what values of these 
parameterss the circumstances are most favorable for the production of kHz QPOs. We also 
determinedd the distance to the source, and showed that it is most likely located in the Galactic 
halo. . 

Inn EXO 0748-676 (Chapter 5) we found a ~1 Hz QPO with properties similar to those of 
thee ~ 1 Hz in two other neutron star LMXBs. All three sources are viewed at a high inclination, 
andd therefore provide us with a better opportunity to study the vertical structure of accretion 
disks.. From the properties of the QPO we concluded that it has an origin that is probably not 
directlyy related to processes in the inner accretion disk. Instead, we believe it is caused by a 
structuree on the accretion disk that (quasi-)periodically blocks our line of sight to the central 
source.. The presence of such structures clearly shows that accretion disks are geometrically 
thick,, as opposed to what is often assumed. In the second Chapter on EXO 0748-676 (Chapter 
6)6) we suggest that the presence of these extended structures is closely related to the state of a 
LMXB ,, and that state changes most likely involve changes in the accretion disk structure on 
largerr scales than was previously suspected. 

Inn Chapter 7 we report the first observations of the black hole LMXB LMC X-3 in the 
canonicall  low/hard state. We showed that the long term variations of this source are due to 
transitionss between the low/hard and high/soft states, and that such transitions are apparently 
robustrobust against variations in system parameters such as compact object mass, inclination, and 
initiall  chemical composition. 

Thee work on XTE J1550-564 (Chapter 8) was instigated by our discovery of a 280 Hz 
QPO.. Since QPOs in XTE J1550-564 hadd been found before around 180 Hz, this unambigu-
ouslyy showed for the first time that the high frequency QPOs in black hole LMXBs do not 
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havee stable frequencies, but are variable, like their neutron star counterparts. Motivated by 
thee rather unpredictable behavior of these QPOs, and those at lower frequencies, we inves-
tigatedd the source in more detail. We concluded that the behavior of the source could only 
bee accounted for if there is at least one parameter in addition to the mass accretion rate that 
determiness the overall appearance of this black hole LMXB . In fact, we suspect that the mass 
accretionn rate is only of minor importance for the occurrence and transitions between the dif-
ferentt black hole states. This is quite a departure from the usual picture, in which the mass 
accretionn rate is thought to be the driving force behind most of me sources' behavior. It seems 
thatt our findings, when applied to neutron star LMXBs, may also solve some unaccounted 
problemss in those sources. 

Inn Chapter 9 we present a detailed analysis of the low and high frequency QPOs in the 
neutronn star LMXB and Z source GX 17+2. Although the high frequency QPOs in Z sources 
aree intrinsically weaker than those in the atoll sources, the high count rate of this source 
andd the large amount of data allowed us to study them over a large frequency range. It was 
foundd that below 1030 Hz their frequency correlated with that of the low frequency QPO, 
similarr to what is found in all other neutron star LMXB, but above 1030 Hz they were clearly 
anticorrelated,, which is the first time this is observed in any neutron star LMXB . Such a 
turnoverr is predicted by the relativistic precession models. We also showed that the quality 
factorss of the QPOs are consistent with each other, which can be used to put strong constraints 
onn their production mechanism. 
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